View, Explore, Print, and Utilize GIS Maps and Data Within POSM.

POSM Map Reader is a New, User-Friendly, Interactive Mapping Application that Allows POSM Pro Users to Quickly and Accurately Retrieve and Input their Inspection Data Into a Session.

Collect, Store, Analyze, and Share Pipeline Inspections and GIS Data.

POSM is the preeminent, pipeline data collection software package available today.

POSM has been certified by NASSCO for PACP, MACP, and LACP data entry, as well as by Neztek for Hansen database transfers.

It is compatible with GBA Master Series, and the RJN Group Cass Works software packages.

POSM is in use in many areas of the United States, Canada, and Mexico. It has proven itself to be the easiest, most user-friendly, and robust option for sewer, storm drain, manhole, and pipeline inspection and data collection software.